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 Image encryption may be defined as the process of encoding confidential image(s) with the help of an encryption algorithm in 

such a way that it is inaccessible to unauthorized users. While transferring such images across the social networksor its 

applications, it is necessary to have a highly secured cryptosystem. Though several encryption techniques are publicly available, 

each of them has their own strong and fragile focuses. This paper depicts the newly proposed cryptosystem named as Secured 

Image Encryption with an acronym SIE. The input image undergoes series of operations to get converted into its encoded form. 

The model results regarding histogram and correlation analysis of encrypted as well original images illustrated in the further 

sections are evident that the proposed cryptosystem is large enough to protect the encrypted image. 

 
 

1.INTRODUCTION 

We are living in the digital information age where digital 

objects viz., photos, audio, documents are processed by 

digitization.[11In transferring such critical pictures across 

the network, may sometimes get into the hands of 

unauthorized personal which may lead to financial or 

political loss. Therefore, new security research is in order 

of the day. Image encryption is one of the most secure 

ways to protect your images.[12] The encryption of the 

transmitted data is converted to unknown content using 

some private key. Not only does it secures the image but 

also withstand against the cryptographic attacks.  

 

2. Literature Survey 

[1] Over the last few decades, data has become 

progressively important in many aspects of human life. 

Data has grown exponentially in recent years as a result of 

the implementation of new applications. Cloud 

computing is a technology that permits us to store 

massive volumes of data in the cloud. This research 

proposes a novel lightweight cryptographic technique 

that can be used to safeguard cloud computing 

applications and promote data security. The algorithm is 

a 16-byte (128-bit) block cipher that encrypts data with a 

16-byte (128-bit) key. Shannon's theory of diffusion and 

confusion is integrated into this algorithm. 

[2] This white paper focuses primarily on the various 

encryption algorithms used to encrypt and decrypt 

images in the field of image security. As information 

technology becomes more widespread, security has 

become a major concern. . Cryptography refers to the 

study of aspects related to information security 

mathematical techniques, such as data confidentiality, 

data integrity, and data authentication. 

 [3] In particular, this paper focuses on the exclusive form 

of image encryption and decryption strategies. In 

addition, As virtual strategies for transferring and storing 

photos increase, protecting the confidentiality, integrity, 
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and reliability of photos becomes an important issue. 

Various strategies can be observed from time to time to 

encrypt images to make them even more secure.  

[4] Image encryption is one of the most commonly used 

methods for hiding information. Certainly, a novel in this 

article, The pixel in the image and the second pixel rotate 

the circle to the right of these bits. In both of these 

encryption phases, the process is repeated many times. 

Keyspace analysis, key sensitivity analysis, statistical 

analysis. Performance experiments have shown that the 

proposed method is appropriate. 

[5]This new algorithm performs lossless 

imagesEncryption combined with key-dependent 

variable-length XOR Encryption with Sbox replacement. 

This algorithm isimplemented and tested by running 

various permutations Empirical analysis of XOR 

encryption and Sbox replacementView with different 

types of test images of different sizes this new algorithm 

is an effective and statistically robustattack. The idea 

presented by this algorithm isGeneralized and applied to 

non-input data. 

[6]This document aims to improve the security level of 

data protection provided by grayscale digital image 

encryption. The converted image is divided into blocks of 

2 pixels x 2 pixels, and each block is encrypted with an 

XOR 48-bit key. The total size of the algorithm keys is 32. 

Because of this strong correlation of each pixel, you can 

predict from the value of that neighbor.  

[7] Lightweight cryptography has a primefunction in 

cybersecurity for clevertowns and the Internet of Things. 

In this article, we'veadvanced a lightweight 

cryptographic set of rules, and via studies, analysis, and 

assessment with differentlight-weight cryptography 

algorithms display that the proposed set of rules is 

efficient. 

[8] As a future-oriented technology, the Internet 

of Things (IoT) must connect billions of objects. Secure 

IoT is a lightweight encryption technique proposed in 

this paper (SIT). This is a 64-bit block cipher that encrypts 

data with a 64-bit key. Feistel and a uniform forward 

transport network are combined in the algorithm 

architecture. The approach achieves crucial security in 

just five encryption rounds, according to simulation data. 

[9] Authenticated encryption meets the 

fundamental needs of reliability and confidentiality in 

information infrastructure. This document provides 

Ascon128 and Ascon128a specifications.It also specifies 

the hash function AsconHash and the extensible output 

function AsconXof. In addition, it complements the 

specification by providing a detailed overview of existing 

cryptanalysis and implementation results. 

 

3. Architecture of the Proposed System  

The architecture ofthis image cryptosystem explains the 

deep flow of the encryption and the decryption 

processes. The main aim of this SIE cryptosystem is to 

convert the original image into its encrypted form at the 

sender end. In contrast, the encrypted image should be 

reverted back to the original image at the receiver end.  

In this SIE cryptosystem, the original image is converted 

into Base 64 from followed by binary code. This binary 

code undergoes series of operations embodied in 

encryption algorithm to generate an encrypted image. 

The image decryption in SIE ignites by performing the 

quite reverse processes of encryption as described in 

Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed system 

3.1 Key Generation 

The keys can be considered as most essential part of the 

encryption and decryption processes of any 

cryptosystem. The detailed key generation of SIE is 

depicted as follows.  

 The 64-bit cipher key (kc) is split into 4 segments 

of 16 bits each. 

 The substitution function (F) is applied over all 4 

segments as shown in Figure-2. 
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Figure 2: Substitution function 

 

 The shift operation is performed to the result 

obtained by the substitute function (>>4 and >>6 

simultaneously) 

 The output of shift operation is converted as an array 

of 4 X 4 matrix. 

 The Rotations are applied on the matrix to get the 

keys K1, K2, K3, K4. 

 The combination of keys K1 X-OR K3 is K5, K2 X-OR 

K4 is K6, K5 >> 5 is K7, K6>>9 is K8.  The generated 

keys are K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6, K7, K8. 

3.2 Proposed Encryption and Decryption Algorithms: 

Encryption is the process of striving or encoding data so 

as to prevent anyone other than the intended recipient of 

the data from reading the data that was communicated. 

The SIE encryption Algorithm is the contiguous process 

after keys (K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6, K7, K8) that are 

generated by the key generation algorithm. To encode 

the original image, SIE cryptosystem is encompassed 

with X-OR, left shift, swapping, and shifting operations, 8 

rounds with 8 keys in-order to increase the confusion and 

diffusion.  

 Decryption may be considered as the inverse process 

of encryption with slight changes in it. The encoded 

image is taken as an input and transmogrified into base 

64 followed by binary.  The order of keys that are used in 

decryption is from K8 to K1 for round1 to round8 

respectively. The obtained binary undergoes the 

conversion of base-64 followed by original image. 

 As a whole, the detailed Key Generation,  encryption 

and decryption of SIE are depicted below in figures 3, 4 

and 5 respectively.  

 

 
Figure 3: SIE - Key Generation 

 
Figure 4: : SIE - Encryption 
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Figure 5: : SIE - Decryption 

 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

To show the efficiency of encrypted images, histogram 

analysis can be considered as one of the most straight 

forward strategies. Since a good picture encryption 

procedure will overall scramble a unique picture to 

sporadic like, seeing a reliably scattered histogram for an 

encoded image is needed. Histogram analysis of the plain 

and encoded images is embodied in section 4.1. 

4.1 Histogram analysis of the plain and encoded images 

Table 1 Histogram Analysis of the plain and encoded images 

Image No. A 

Plain Image 

B 

Histogram of A 

C 

Encoded Image of A 

D 

Histogram of C 

E 

Decoded Image of C 

1 

   
  

2 

     

3 

     

4 
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The histogram of the encrypted images 1 through 4 is 

uniform and significantly differs from that of the Plain 

one. Thusly, no indication of the plain picture is existent 

to be utilized by the measurable assaults. 

The histogram is approximated by a uniform 

distribution. The uniformity is justified by chi-square test 

in equation. 

𝑋2 = 
(𝑉𝑘 − 256)

2

256

256

𝑘=1

 

 

…………………….1 

Where count of gray scale areas is denoted by k and each 

area’s repetition by Vk. 

Table 2: Chi-Square values-Histogram approximation 

Chi-square/ Image Number 1 2 3 4 

Image before encryption 29,384 213843 145214 54125 

Image encrypted using SIE 

Cryptosystem 
225.5162 242.5486 229.7452 259.6541 

 

The average Chi-square value for the encrypted images 

of the proposed cryptosystem SIE is 239.366. The result of 

this test demonstrated that the histogram of the 

encrypted image is uniform. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

Safeguarding pictures in the present advanced world has 

become vital in light of quick expansion in the 

computerized correspondence. In this context authors 

made a step ahead towards the design of a new 

cryptosystem SIE, which aimed at encrypting an image 

so as to protect it from unauthorized users. The 

histogram analysis and Chi-Square test results embodied 

in results and discussion are evident that the proposed 

cryptosystem can withstand to certain intruder’s attacks. 
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